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Abstract
A phased array radar is an effective tool for tracking
agile targets at intermediate and close ranges. Even so,
high maneuver rates may lead to unacceptable loss-oflock rates unless the interdwell intervals are short. This
paper shows that the interdwell interval can be extended,
and estimation performance can be improved using an
image-enhanced tracking algorithm. The geometry of the
encounter is modeled explicitly, and the correlations between angular and translational errors are utilized to
fashion an effective tracking algorithm.

1. Introduction
Fleet air defense requires tracking multiple targets
simultaneously. A phased array radar permits rapid
changes in bearing, and possess the agility required to
move from target to target as needed. The number of
targets that can be handled concurrently is closely related
to the amount of time that must be devoted to an individual target, and this is in turn a function of the frequency
with which each target must be illuminated. One measure
of performance of a tracking algorithm is the average time
between radar dwells required to maintain target lock; a
large number permits the radar to track additional targets.
Unfortunately, a nimble target will test the abilities of the
most sophisticated tracking algorithms. In this paper, an
imaging sensor is proposed as a complement to the radar.
The issues of proper sensor fusion are complex and are
discussed in more detail in what follows.
A maneuvering target has multiple motion modes and
this makes synthesis of a model-based tracker difficult.
Conventional approaches to estimation balance exigencies
imposed by the need to simultaneously attenuate the
wideband observation noise, and respond quickly when
the motion mode changes, by selecting the estimator time
constants in some intermediate range. This approach may
not achieve adequate performance in high tempo encounters with moderate signal-to-noise ratios; the possibility of
loss-of-lock (LOL) during a maneuver precludes the data

averaging desirable in quiescent operation. Specifically,
extended Kalman filters (EKF) without a range-rate
measurement are particularly maladroit at estimating the
velocity of an agile target with obvious implications
regarding prediction across interdwell intervals.[ I] These
algorithms must overcome their innate deficiencies by
shortening the interdwell intervals in the radar track
updates.
To lessen the need for high radar sample rates created
by target maneuvers, sophisticated model-based estimators
derived from more precise descriptions of the target
acceleration have been proposed. For example, consider
a simple, planar model of the translational dynamics of a
target maneuvering at nearly constant speed:

where the state vector {x,) is composed of { X , Y ) the
position coordinates, and { V,,V,} the associated velocities. The acceleration state consists of two parts: an
omnidirectional excitation {wt}, and a maneuver tum rate
The former can be conveniently represented by a
wideband process: let {w,,wy} be a Brownian motion with
intensity W (dwdw'=Wdt). However, the sample functions
of the maneuver processes are certainly not well described
by a "white" noise, nor do they display the smooth paths
typical of orthodox linear-Gauss-Markov (LGM) processes. Rather than being continuous, the tum rates are more
closely approximated as piecewise constant, switching
between a fixed set of values; e.g., an oft used model of
the maneuver state has a state space of size K: yte{ai;
i c K ) . (Note: K is the index set { I , ...K), e; is the ith unit
vector in the vector space appropriate to the context, I, is
a K-dimensional identity matrix, and 1, is a K-vector of
ones.) Although simple in appearance, the direction of the
maneuver acceleration is perpendicular to the target
velocity. The motion model (1) is a complicated nonlin-

{w,}.
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ear, stochastic hybrid containing continuous states (positions and velocities) and discrete states (tum rate).
It is difficult to alter LGM models to properly account
for maneuvers. Proposals for doing this have included:
treating the maneuver as additive, and affixing an online
maneuver detection-and-estimation term to the EKF [ 2 ] ;
and employing multiple models in which the effect of the
different maneuver modes is represented by different
intensities for the omnidirectional acceleration. The
former is difficult to implement successfully because the
maneuver level may change before it has been "identified," leaving the tracker following a phantom motion.
The latter suffers from the fact that the sample functions
of the maneuver accelerations are far from being white
processes. In both approaches, it is exceedingly difficult
to incorporate the geometric attributes of the maneuver
motion into the filter. Because of the failure to properly
model the maneuver acceleration, the correlation between
estimation errors in the translational and the rotational
states are not used to improve path following performance.
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Figure 1: Image-enhanced estimation architecture.
Despite their limitations, when the tracker depends
exclusively on radar measurements, the aforementioned
approaches are the best of those currently available.
However, as the use of EO-imagers becomes more
common, new tracking architectures are possible. The
dual-path configuration shown in Figure 1 has been
proposed in this application.[3] The radar provides a
center-of-reflection measurement of the target; e.g., range
and bearing along the line-of-sight to a point-equivalent
object. An imager uses visual, infrared or second order
radar products to infer relevant spatial attributes of the
target, specifically, the target orientation with respect to
the line-of-sight of the imager. The observation sequence
from the radar will be designated (y,} (or {yk) if refer-

ence is made to the radar measurement at the kth dwell
taken with an interdwell interval T). Target orientation is
measured with an EO-imager at a rate h=l/T' yielding a
measurement sequence (z,} (or {zk} if the frame number
is to be emphasized). More particularly, an image classifier places the measured orientation into one of L equally
spaced bins, and { q } is an L-dimensional counting
process, the ith component of which is the number of
times on [O,t] the imager has placed the target orientation
in bin i. Measured target orientation is used to infer the
maneuver state in the upper path of Figure 1 The image
data is a useful adjunct to the radar to the degree that it
gives an expeditious indication of change in the motion
mode.
The quality of the imager is determined both by the
frame rate h and the fidelity of the processing of a single
data frame, the latter embodied in an LxL discernibility
matrix P where P,, is the probability that the target will be
classified as being in bin i i f j is the true orientation bin.
Let {a,}be the maneuver indicator process; q = e , if y,=a,.
Equation (1) can be written:
dx,= ,A,x,a,dt +Bdw,
(2)
where the definition of {A,; i e K } is clear from (1). The
maneuver tempo will be quantified by supposing that w1
is a Markov chain with transition rate matrix q. The
angular bin sequence will also have a Markov representation for a specific tum rate; e.g., if a,=en,, then the
indictor process of the true angular bin, {p,}, is Markov
with transition rate matrix Q". The comprehensive
maneuver state of the target is given by +,=a,@p,, where
{$t} is a Markov process with KLxKL-dimensional
transition rate matrix Q= (q@I,.) +diag(Q';iE K).
The polymorphic estimator (PME) was developed in
[4], and effectively fuses these "point" and "distributed"
data sets. The PME algorithm first uses the image data to
estimate the maneuver state, and this estimate is then used
both additively and multiplicatively in the range-bearing
link. Specifically, define the vector observation rate
A,=XP( 1K ' @ I L ) ~ lDenote
.
the filtration generated by the
image sequence {zr} by {ZJ,that generated by the radar
sequence {y,} by { YI}, and let Z,vY,=C,. Use a circumflex
to denote C,-conditional expectation. Let {a,} be a
process that is: constant between image observations, with
increments A s , =hP'diag( i-')Az., when an image observation is received. If the imager is of good quality, the
conditional probability of the maneuver state is well
approximated by its 2,-expectation. The PME-orientation
filter computes the maneuver estimate using the stochastic
equation:
A. Between observations: d& = Q'&dt
(3'4)
B. At an observation time:
= diag(lK%3A!3)6- (3B)

3'
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The PME-translation filter has a more conventional
form, mapping the radar measurements into an estimate of
location with gains that are functions of both the image
and the radar measurements. First, linearize the radar
measurement in the usual manner to determine the radar
"gain" and noise intensity: y,=Dx,+n, where Ink} is a
white noise with covariance &>O. Then:
A. B:tween observations:A
(4A)
dx, = ( C A,((P,J I + x,$,))dt
B. AtAa radar measurement:
Ax,= P,,D'(DP,,D'+R,)~'Av,
(4B)
C. At an image mzasurement: Ax,= Px+(lK'@A8) (4C)
where AV,= y,-Dx, (the increment in the translational
innovations process), and P,, and P,, are the (random)
second central moments of the estimation error. They are
dependent upon the image measurements, and the equations for their calculation are given in [4] and are derived
in [ 5 ] .
In the next section, the performance of the PME is
contrasted with estimators which use the radar measurements exclusively. To gain a perspective on the differences between the PME and the measurement-restricted
trackers, certain fundamental properties of the PME
should be noted. The PME-translation filter uses a single
model for extrapolation; i.e., (4.4) is 4-dimensional, with
extrapolation dynamics weighted by output of the PMEorientation filter. Equation (4.4) neither averages the
maneuvers, nor treats the maneuver acceleration as
additive; it maintains both the separateness of the maneuver classes and the geometry of the maneuver acceleration
and the target velocity. The update after a radar measurement, (4B), has a conventional form with the important
caveat that the gain P,, is sensitive to the image sequence.
The image update (4C) sets the PME apart most distinctly
from radar-exclusive algorithms. The correlations between
errors in estimating the translational and rotational states
are used directly to improve the translational estimate.
This direct image-to-translation update is possible only
because the relevant second moment, Px$,is computed as
part of the PME.

Cruise missile test trajectory
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2. A cruise missile trajectory
To illustrate the utility of image-augmentation, a
specific scenario will be considered. An anti-ship missile
is launched at a range of 80 km, an altitude of 1 km and
speed of 300 m/s. After a free fall to 780 m, the missile
approaches the ship at an speed of 335 m/s. Nearing the
ship the missile performs a series of 7g jinks, coasting for
10s and then making a final 3g turn toward its intended
destination. The constant altitude portion of the path is
shown in Figure 2 .
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Figure 2: Path of an anti-ship missile.

The translational observations are generated by a
GHz-band, phased array radar using amplitude-comparison monopulse with uniform illumination across the array
for tracking. The array consists of 3600 individual
elements with cosine illumination. The broadside is
directed at 0" in bearing and 10" in elevation. The two:qay radar beam has a 3 dB beamwidth in the sum
channel of 1.2" at the broadside direction. The range gate
is 1550 meters with range bins of 50 meters. The translational observations used in this paper are generated from
a model of this agile beam radar as developed by the
authors of [6].
Several investigators have synthesized trackers for
following this trajectory using radar data exclusively. The
simplest algorithm is an a+ tracker with iin identification
logic to detect maneuvers and change the: filter gains.[7]
Satisfactory performance was obtained from the a-P
tracker with a interdwell interval of 0.75s--approximately
2% LOL on a small sample. In [SI a more sophisticated
approach was proposed. An auxiliary processor was used
to estimate the time and magnitude of the maneuvers. The
influence of the ostensible maneuvers was then included
in a EKF-like algorithm. With an interdwell interval of
0 3 , the LOL rate was approximately 1.5%. Sample
functions of the "identified" maneuvers show good
accuracy, but with a delay sufficient to cause the supposed maneuver to lag the true by several seconds (see
Figure 1 of [SI)--an important lag when the maneuver
durations are themselves on the order of a few seconds.
A third approach, the interacting multiple model (IMM)
has been shown to be a highly efficient approach for
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radar-based tracking. In [9], three white noise intensities
were used to model coast, a continuing maneuver, and the
start-end of a maneuver respectively. The IMM with a
variable interdwell interval (with minimum 0.1s and mean
1.9s ) was shown to yield a LOL rate of 3% (as compared
with a LOL rate of 54% with a similarly designed EKF.)
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Figure 4: The sample mean of the probability of
a right turn and the maneuver path.
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The performance of the PME is not, strictly speaking,
directly comparable to the algorithms described above. In
the PME, target orientation is measured with a collocated
imager/processor, and this is used to adjust the tracker
gains and to produce a direct measurement correction.
Image quality has an important impact on tracking
performance. In order not to bias the results, a crude EOsensor is assumed. The target orientation bins are 30-degree wide (L=12), and the image frame rate h=10. The
discemibility matrix can be constructed as follows: the
measured orientation bin was selected
A: arbitrarily with probability 0.1 ;
B: in an adjacent bin with probability 0.1;
C: symmetrically about a bearing normal with probability

0.3.
This last error source represents the common ambiguity in
resolving the target orientation from a silhouette. For this
imager, only 50 percent of the image measurements were
correct.
The phased-array radar model developed in [6] is a
realistic representation of a currently deployed system; including random data dropouts and highly nongaussian
location errors. For the class of targets studied here, the
PME uses a nominal 3 sec. interdwell interval, accommodating to a failure to receive a target return by requesting

interdwell interval is reduced from its nominal value by
a factor depending on the number of missed retums. The
imager measurements were generated by first binning the
true target velocity, and from this determining the true
target orientation. This angle was then quantized, and P
used to generate the random imager errors. A single
sample function of the imager data on [84,96]s is shown
in Figure 3. This interval contains a coast period and a
turn. The increasing bin numbers indicate that the target
is executing a right turn. The granular nature of the
observation, and the noise in the data shows how coarse
this data is.
Figure 4 displays a maneuver mode estimate created
in the PME-orientation link. A simplified state space was
used in the PME: \V,E {a,,z=+0.2r/s, a,=O r/si. For clarity,
only
the probability of making a right tum is
shown, and this only on the evasive portiori of the path.
The continuous trace is the actual turn rate The evasive
path displays alternating left and right turns interspersed
with coasts, each having an unpredictable period. On the
same graph and on the same numerical scale, the separate
points show a sample average (of 30 runs) of the PMEproduced probability of a right turn at a 0.3/sec. rate. The
probability plots show that because of the coarseness of
the sensor, and the failure to model the full maneuver
state spacc, the PME resolves the occurrence of turns with
only fair accuracy and a delay of seconds.
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permit the frame rate to be reduced without unacceptable
LOL rates.
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Figure 5 : The sample mean PME tracking error
and the maneuver path.
Figure 5 shows the average X- and Y-coordinate
estimation error for the same 30 runs. It is clear that the
PME accurately tracks the target through the series of 7-g
jinks, although a small residual error remains. The larger
Y-error results from the geometry of the simulation: the
target is nearly east of the tracker, so the Y-error in the
radar is predominantly bearing error. Using a nominal
interdwell interval of 3.0 seconds, in over 50 samples the
PME had only one LOL. The average interdwell interval
for 50 runs was 2.85 seconds.

3. Conclusions
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This paper presents a study of image-enhanced
tracking using a simulated phased array radar. It is shown
that a target of the cruise missile class can be followed
with low probability of LOL with an interdwell interval
that is nominally 3s. This compares favorably with the
most sophisticated of the radar-only algorithms which
used a mean interdwell interval of about 1.5s on the
maneuvering portion of the engagement (see Fig. 4.1 of
[9]). This improvement by a factor of almost two is
achieved with an imager whose ability to discern a turn is
not particularly good. The utility of including the engagement dynamics and the extended set of cross moments is
evident.
Current work on this project is emphasizing more
realistic imager models and the effect of lowering the
imager sample rate. The I O frames/s rate is too high for
most applications. A more discriminating image processing algorithm with a smaller angular bin size would
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